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Flipped Classroom

• A flipped classroom is an instructional strategy and a type of blended 
learning focused on student engagement and active learning, giving 
the instructor a better opportunity to deal with mixed levels, student 
difficulties, and differentiated learning preferences during in-class 
time.

• It moves activities, including those that may have traditionally been 
considered homework, into the classroom. In a flipped classroom, 
students watch online lectures, collaborate in online discussions, or 
carry out research at home while engaging in concepts in the 
classroom with the guidance of a mentor. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blended_learning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Online_lecture


Medical Education

• A working knowledge of the clinical applications of various medical 
imaging modalities is a core learning outcome for undergraduate 
medical programs. 

• We present here a model of flip classroom approach combined with 
the use of a multi-functional eLearning platform as an alternative to 
traditional small group radiology teaching.



Video Lecture

• The didactic components of 
the teaching materials were 
converted into online videos 
using Panopto and uploaded 
onto the Moodle.

• Clinical cases used during 
tutorials for illustrating 
learning objectives were 
converted into vignettes.



eLearning Platform

• Functional interaction between Tutor and 
students in live class

• Dependent study at home by themselves

• Case vignettes review periodically



eLearning Platform

• We have transferred all cases in routine 
teaching lectures into each section

• Each section has a corresponding 
instruction video by expert radiologist



Case Vignettes

• Each case adopted a three-step approach that incorporates history 
taking, examination, and investigations to synthesize differential 
diagnoses and management plans

History Examination                          Investigation



Case Vignettes

• Students are required to answer a series of questions before moving 
on to the next stage of the scenarios.

• Additional functions such as image zooming, contrast adjustment, 
and scrolling were provided for radiological images to simulate ‘real-
life’ interpretations.

• To improve in-class interactions, tutors can see anonymized polled 
results of students’ answers and thereupon adjust the pedagogical 
approach. 



Result

• Eight radiological tutorials covering the junior and senior clerkships 
were converted to online videos, and 54 case vignettes were 
constructed.

• Tutorials from different radiological subspecialties were recorded with 
into bite-size sessions.

• We were able to conduct tutorials either ‘in person’ or ‘virtually’ 
without the need to alter contents substantially, thus providing an 
interactive yet consistent learning environment.



Conclusions

• This approach of flipping the classroom with an interactive eLearning 
modality enabled the department to provide quality and consistent 
teaching in challenging circumstances such as during the Covid-19 
pandemic.

• It retained elements of traditional teaching methods, promoted self-
directed learning, and compelled students to exercise their clinical 
reasoning skills.

• It has demonstrated flexibility in uncertain and disruptive times, and 
we think it has the potential of up-scalability thus
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